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A new method is proposed which improves the stability and the rate of convergence

of the relaxation method for a multicomponent distillation. The relaxation factor is treated
as dependent on

each component on each plate at each iteration step, and is determined
by the molar flow rate Of streams to and from the plate･ The proposed method is applicable
to an ideal and non-ideal distillation

column with any number of feeds and side-cut streams,

and to multiple distillation
columns interlinked by recycle streams･ The applicability of the

proposed method is demonstrated by the excellent convergence for several examples･

1. Introduction

Several calculation methods for a multicompon-

ent distillation are available in the literature, but

there are still needs for a more eBicient and general

method wbicb may be applicable to all types of

columns and mixtures, even a complex unit with

multiple feeds and a highly non･ideal mixture, e.g.

an extractive distillation.

Among the methods,也e basic relaxation metb_

od of Rose et･ al･9)血a§ recently been recognized as

one of the most advantageous metbods･ Many atte-

mptsl･3･4･5) have been made to improve its stability

and rate of convergence･ Ba111), Ishikawa and Hir-

ata3', and Jelinek et･ al･5) modified the working

equations of the procedure. Ishikawa and Hirata4)

further modified the relaxation factor by treating

it emplrlCally
dependent On individual component at

each iteration step, but not on each plate of the co-

lumn.

In this investigation, it is intended to develop a

method of the determination
of the value of the

relaxation factor. This factor is considered as com.

ponent, plate and iteration step dependent, and is det-

ermined by the molar 月ow rate of streamsJ tO and

from the plate at each iteration step･ It is expected

that the resulting method increases the rate and

stability of convergence, and is applicable to wide

433

2･ Model L･olumn and Assumptions

The basic model column under consideration is

a general complex distillation column shown in Fig_

UN

variety of distillations for practical purposes･ Fig･ 1 Schematic diagram
of the model column

*Hitachi Shipbuilding
and Engineering Co. Ltd.
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1. The top end of the column may have no cond-

enser or any one of three types, namely, a total,

partial, or two-product condenser. The bottom end

LOf
the column may have no reboiler or a partial

reboiler.

T血e standard assumption of theoretical equilib-

rium plates is made. Enthalpy balances are not

considered in this investigation for the simplificati-

on, taking the unreliability of enthalpy predictions

of non･ideal mixtures into account. The constant

molar点ow process is under consideration.

3. Working Equation

Tbe basic equation of the relaxatio皿metbod is

that of the transient mass balance around a plate.

When usual simplifying assumptions Of

a) negligible vapor bold-up

b) constant liquid bold一口p

c) composition of liquid hold･up is identical with

tbat of liquid leavlng the plate

are made, the equation is represented by

H,L

-恕-
(v,･.1y.I"･.1+Lト1Xi,,I_l十F,･z.･,j)

- ((Vj+ Wj) y,･,,･+(L,･+ Uj) x.･,).), (1)

in
which Hf refers to the total moles of hold-up on

j-tb plate･ Integration of Eq.(1) by using the explicit

Ruler
method yields

x仙,I.･j-

X(刀)`･j+蕃〔
(vj･1y(n,i･,I

･1.L,･-1X(n,t･･,･-1

+FjZ,･,,A)- (( V,･+ Wj) y'n'.I.,･+(L}+ Uj)x`n',I.,.)〕,

(2)

where Al refers to a small time increment. Eq.(2) is

the working equation of Rose et.al.9). Ishikawa

and Hirata3) improved it to glVe

x(n'1'i, 7･
-

Xくれ'i.i +FL 〔(V)･.1y'n 'l･,i.I+L,･_1X'n'r'i,,･_.

+F,･z,･,,･)
- ((V,･+ W,･)y'れ'i,i+(L,･+U,･)x'n't･.,･)〕,

(3)

where the relaxation factor is de血ed by

FL= At/HjL. (4)

Eq･(3) is used as the working eqtlation in this inves-

tigation.

4. Methods of DeterminatirLg the Value of Rela･

Ⅹatiom Factor

ln cases where the value of /∠ 1S too Small,

convergence of x(n'1'i.,･ Obtained by Eq.(3) is monoto･

nous but slow. On the other hand, in cases where

the value is too large, the over correction provides

the phenomenon of vibration or divergence･ This

suggests the presence of an optimum value of it･

The examination by numerical computations indi-

cates that the optimum value depends strikingly on

component on each plate at each iteration step･ The

relaxation factor can then be considered as

fL(れ'z･.i
- At(n'i,,I/H,･L. (5)

A large time increment, At(n)I,,･, is taken for a sta･

ble component, and a small time increment for an

unstable component. Eq.(3) indicates that the comp-

osition change in the hold-up during the time inte-

rval of Ai'n',,,Iis due to the net quantity of the com-

ponent added and removed
as the result of streams

to and from the plate.

Therefore, it must be reasonable to determine the

value of Al(n)I.i by the following physical ground,

taking the stability of the component change in the

hold-up into account.

"Moles of component i added to and/or remo-

ved from i-th plate during the time interval of

Ai(n'z･.,･must not exceed moles of component i in

the hold-up on the plate.h

The above prlnCiple can be written as

H,･Lx(n)i.,･≧Ai(n)i,j g(n) I,,･, (6)

where a(n't･.,･1S mOlar 且ow rate of component i

added to and/or removed from j･th plate. Then,

from the de血ition, the value of p(n)I.i lS restricted

in the raⅡge:

fL'n)i.,･≦x'n)-.,･/g'n)t･,i. (7)

Introducing a parameter E(0<ぞく1), Eq. (7) is re･

written as

FL'n'i,,I- (1-E) x'乃)i,,･/g(～)7･.,･. (8)

In the de丘nition of gen).･,i, four cases(methods) can

be considered as follows:

Method l g'n'i.j≡tOtal molar 丘ow rate of compon-

ent i leaving i-th plate at n-th iteration.

- (Vj+ Wj)y'n'o+ (L)I+ Uj) x'n'i,i(9)

Then,

FL(n)t･,,･-(1-E)
x(n)7..7

(V,+ W,･)y(n'i.i+ (L,･+ Uj) x''`)t.:A,

uO)

x(n･l,I-,i- (汁(トE,裾識殺荒土坊籍I
X x`n)z･,I. ul)

When E-0, this method refers to the Gauss-Seidel

method. Eq.ul) indicates that this method never yie-

lds a negative value of x'n'1).A.i.

Method II a(～)i.,･≡the larger value between total
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Table I Examples for the comparison of Methos I,II,III and IV

435

CaseNo. 1 2* 3# 4≠ 5*

System

(Components)

(1)Acetone (1)Water (1)Acetone (1)Water
(1)Etbylacetate

(2)AcetoⅡitrile (2)AcetoⅡe (2)Methanol (2)Acetone (2)Etbano1

(3)Water (3)Ethano1** (3)Water榊 (3)Furfura1** (3)Butbylace-
tate**

Feed

No.1

jFqz,. jFqz.. )'Fqz,. )'Fqz,. jFqz..

0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

91.01.00.4 111.01.00.0 91.51.00.0 80.50.50.0 32.01.00.0
0.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

No.2
0.01 0.5 0.0 0.0

221.01.Oo.99 211.01.00.5 160.50.50.0 91.01.00.0
0.00 0.0 1.0 1.0

No.3
0.01

241.00.50.99

0.00

0.5

151.01.00.5
0.0

Product

No.1

No.2

ノPbaseAmou皿t jPhaseAmount )'PhaseAmount jPhaseAmount )'PhaseAmount

1(D)1iq.o.3 1(D)1iq.o.9 1(D)liq.o.48 1(D)1iq.o.9 1(D)1iq.o.8

17(B)1iq.o.7 32(B)1iq.1.1 33(B)1iq.2.02 31(B)1iq.1.1 26(B)1iq.3.2

N/氏 17/3.0 32/2.0 33/4.0 31ノ2.0 26/3.0

Eq.foractiVity

coe缶cient
Margllles Margules Wilson Margules Wilson

molar 月ow rate of component i lea-

vlng and that entering i-th plate

at n-th iteration.

- max 〔≡Y;:.'S:,'t;('n,lt.:;,A(i,:';I;.;I-xl(:I.;,,-Z･'･,'}
,

〕
02)

i) When (Vj.1y'7Oi.,･･l+L,･-1X(n･"t･.,I-1+F,･z,A,,･)i ((Vj+

Wj) yen)り+ (L,･十Uj)x`n'i,,･), this method is identical

witb method I.

ii) When (V,･.1y'n'i,,･.1+Lト1X'n･1'l･.ill+Fj2L,i)> ((V,I

+ Wj) y`n'i,,+ (L,.+ U,･)x'n'l･.,･),

JL(n'i.,A- (1-E)

p(～).･,,I-(1-E)
max〔

x(n)l1.
i

姻

x(乃)z･.
)･

x(n+1)
-

i.)I-

×

(2-E) - (1-E)

(V,+ W,I)y(7u,･.,･+(L,･+ Uj) x'n't･.i

x'n)i.i. 44)

Eq･ 84)always gives a positive value of x`n+1't1.,1.

Method III a(托'.･,j≡the largest value among all Row

rates of component i leaving and

entering i-th plate at n-th itera-

tion.

-max〔 V,･.1y'n).A,,1.1,L,･_1X'n'1'l･,,I_1,

F,･z,.,i,(V,･+ W,･)y(n)I.,i, (L,･+ Uj)

X x(～)i.,.]

Then,

Lj-1X(n'1).A.,･1
1, FjZJ･

1jl

In this case, x'n'1't･.,･ calculated by Eqs･ (3)and 46) is

not always positive･ When it is negative, x(n+I)i,)･ lS

recalculated by Eq.任1)of Method I.

Method IV a(～)z･･)･≡the larger value between vapor

and liquid 8ow rate of comp･

onent i leaving j･th plate at n-th
iteration.

=max〔 (V'J+ W,I)y'n'.A.,I,(Lj+ U,･)x'n'i.,･〕

抑
Then,

(Vj+ Wj) y'n'z1.,･,(L,･+ Wj) x'n',･.,.〕

p(n),I.,･- (1-E)

x(～)t･,i

, Q6)

max〔 (V,I+ Wj) y'n)i.i, (L,+ U,･)x''t't.,,･]胸

Also in this case, x'n'1't･.,･ calculated by Eqs.(3) and

㈱ is not alwayさPOSitive. When the value is neg-

ative, the same recalculation procedure as that of
Method III is taken.

Five examples listed in Table 1 were conside_

red for testing the rate and stability of converge･
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Table 2 Comparison of required number of iterations obtained by using Mehods i, ⅠⅠ,ⅠⅠIand

IV for the examples shown in Table 1

Method Required number of iterations*

Method Case 1

I 379

ⅠⅠ 379

ⅠⅠI 111

IV 97

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5

236 658 208 365

238 654 209 366

85 70 68 145

not converged 51 43 130

* Convergence criteria

r写Fj2.I,j一石(UjX`n)i.,･+ W,･y'n'i,,･)
ノ ′

I; F,･zi"A
i

x(n)I.,i

<0. 001, for each component

<0.001, for each compone山oⅡ each plate

nee of the above four methods･ All examples are lshikawa and Hirata4) used for the test of their

non-ideal･ Case 1 is a conventional distillation wbicb method. Cases 2 to 5 are extractive distillations

Table 3 Examples for the comparison of Methods Ill,V,VI and VII

CaseNo.

6I7I8ー9110.
System

(Components)

(1)Water (1)Water (1)Acetone (1)Methanol(1)Water

(2)Etbano1 (2)Ethano1 (2)Methanol (2)Etbano1(2)Acetone

(3)MetbaⅡo1 (3)Methanol (3)Water

((43i笛ftreo,panol(3)Furfura1-

Feed

No.1

jFqzi)jFqziljFqz,. ･.Fqz,.rjFqzE
0.5 0.1 07

0.4oo

61.01.00.2 63001.00.3 51.00.00.2 71.00.00.380.51.00.0
0.3 0.6 0.1 3:至1.0

No.2
0.2

124000.50.3

0.5

0.5
101.01.00.3

0.2

0.25o.o

151.01.03溜160.51.00.0
o.251.0

No.3
0.3

153001.00.4

0.3

0.3
151.00.00.4

0.3

0.1o.o1

231.01.03:…241.01.00.99
o.40.00

No.4
0.2

201.01.00.3

0.5

No.5
0.1

■251.01.00.2
0.7

Product

I

No.1

No.2

No.3

jPhaseA-ountljPhaseAmount)jPhaseA-ount!jPhaseA-ount(jPhaseA-ount
1(D)1iq.o.5 1(D)1iq.300 1(D)1iq.1.0 1(D)1iq.1.01(D)1iq.o.8

ll(B)llq.0.5 8Vap.200 1(D)Yap.1.0 4Vapー0.531(B)1iq.1.2
261iq.o.5

30(B)1iq.1.0

No.4 131iq.200 8Vap.0.5

No.5
18(B)llq.300 2211q.0.5

30(B)1iq.2.0

NノR

ll/3.Ol18/3.0 30/3.OJ30/3.Oi31/7ー0

.Eq;.feonrcTecnt壬vltyIMargulesMargules]wilson
WilsonMargules

*ExtractlVedlStl11at10nCOlumn**Solventcomponent

Feed

l】ILv●~〉ー

No.3
0.3 0.3

0.1

231.01.03:≡
0.4

0.01
153001.00.4 151.00.00.4 241.01.00.99

0.3 0.3 0.00

No.4
0.2

201.01.00.3

0.5

No.5
0.1

■251.01.00.2
0.7

Product

I

No.1

No.2

No.3

jPhaseA-ountljPhaseAmount)jPhaseA-ount!jPhaseA-ount(jPhaseA-ount
1(D)1iq.o.5 1(D)1iq.300 1(D)1iq.1.0 1(D)1iq.1.0 1(D)1iq.o.8

ll(B)llq.0.5 8Vap.200 1(D)Yap.1.0 4Vapー05 31(B)1iq.1.2
No.4 131iq.200 8Vap.0.5 261iq.o.5

No.5
18(B)llq.300 2211q.0.5

30(B)1iq.2.0
30(B)1iq.1.0

NノR

ll/3.Ol18/3.0 30/3.OJ30/3.Oi31/7ー0
Eq;.feonrcTecnt壬vltyIMargulesMargules]wilson

Wilson Margules

*ExtractlVedlStl11at10nCOlumn**Solventcomponent
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with one main feed and one or two solvent feeds,

The number of iterations required for convergence

are listed in Table 2. In the comparison, E was-

fixed at 0,. and the initial liquid composition on all

plates was set by the average mole fraction of all

feeds, in all cases.

Method IV gives the fastest convergence in

some cases, but fails to converge depending on

cases. This results in glVlng too large value of the

relaxation factor. The results in Table 2 and our

experience with other extensive calculations indic-

ates that method III is superior over the other

methods.

h comparison, the Successive Point Relaxation

Method aⅡd the Group Relaxation Method of lsbik-

awa and Hirata required 1091 and 671 iterations

respectively for convergence in case 1. 4)

5. A(ethods of Calculation Procedure

ln the above discussion, Eq.(3) was used as the

working equation, and the numerical calculations

were proceeded plate to plate from the top to the

bottom of the column. h the opposite direction, i.e.

from the bottom to the top, the calculations may be

proceeded by the similar working equation:

x`n'nl･.

,･-X`n'i,,I+p'n'i.,･〔
(Vj'1y'n'1'i.i.

I+L,･-1X'れ'l･.,･_1
+F,･zi"･)

- ((V,･+ Wj) y'n'i.,･+(L,･+ U,･)x(n'i,,･)〕.

09

T血e rate and stability of convergence also

depend on the calculation procedure due to the diff･

erence in the locus of the transmission of the com_
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position change in the hold-up on each plate. In this

section, it is intended to determine the optimum

method of the calculation procedure among the fol-

owlng possible methods with sigle or combination

use of Eqs.(3) and姻.

Method IIT...Single use of Eq.(3)

(1) Calculate x'n'l'-I,i for all "ih by Eq.(3) systema-

tically from the top to the bottom.

(2) Normalize x(n'1)t･.i for all uj".

(3) Calculate y(n'1'.I.i for all "i" by means of the

bubble point evaluation.

(4) Repeat steps 1-3 until x(n'ui,,･ COnVergeS.

Method V...Single use of Eq.胸

(1) Calculate x(n'ui,,･ at the bottom for all "i" by

Eq.Qg).

(2)Nomalize x(n'1'l･,,･and calculate y'n'1't･.,･ at the

bottom by means of the bubble point evaluat-

ion.

(3) Stepsト2 are preceeded upward plate to plate

systematically from the bottom to the top.

(4) Repeat steps 1-3 until x(n'1)i.jCOnVergeS.

Mel血od VI...Combination use of Eqs.(3) and 胸

(1) Steps 1-3 of method III.

(2) Steps 1-3 of method V.

(3) Repeat steps 1-2 until x(n'l),･.)･ converges･

Method VII...Combination 上lse Of Eqs.(3) and 89)

(1) Sfepsl12 of method Ill.

(2) Stepsト3 of method V.

(3) Repeat steps 1-2 until x(n'l'i.,･ COnVergeS･

In all methods of the calculation procedure, p(n)i,,

of method Ill discussed in the preceding section is

used.

Table 4 Comparison of required number of iterations obtained by using Methods Ill, V, VI and

VII for the examples shown in Table 3

Method

Required number of iterations*

Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10

ⅠⅠⅠ 79 33

V 127

VI 65

VII 66

32

52

24

250 65

110 75

351 76

139 not converged

84

449

96

46

*Convergence criteria are identical with those of Table 2

Additiona1 5 examples listed in Table 3 were

considered for testing the availability of these met･

hods. The results are summarized in Table 4. Ite-

rations are counted by a use of Eq.(3) or Eq.胸.

The results indicate that the single use of Eq.49)

and the combination use of Eqs.(3) and ag) give the

improvement in some
particular cases but not in

general. It may therefore be reasonable to recom-

mend method Ill for use in all cases because of its

simplicity.
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6. Application to Multiple Distillation ColumrLS

hterlinked by Recycle Streams.

The former works2･6･10) on this subject took use

of Tbiele･Geddes
method or matrix method with a

specialized calculation procedure and convergence

method. On the other hand, by use of the relaxation

method, this interlinked columns can be simultan-

eously solved almost anologously to a single column

by the following 甲orking eqllation:

x'n'l',I.,1.A-X'n'.･,i.A+p'乃'.･.i.k〔(V,･.1,ky(n'.A,i.1.上+Lj-1,A

Xx'n'1)i.,I_1,A+Fj,AZ≠i,,I.A)
- ((Vj,A+ W)A,A)yen)i,i.A

+ (L,,A,A+Uj,A)x'n)i,jt丘)〕 CZC?

where

FL'n'i,i,A- Al(れ)i.i,A/HLj.A, el)

in which the su缶Ⅹ k denotes the column number

and z半i.i,丘repreSntS the composition of feed or recycle

feed stream into A-th column･ p'n'i,j.丘is FL'n'7･.jOf k･th

column.

Fig･ 2 A thermally coupled distillation system (an example of multiple distillation columns interlinked

by recycle streams)

The thermally coupled distillation system prop-

osed by Petlyuk et. al.7)･8) was considered for test-

ing the applicability of method III. The system is

shown in Fig･ 2. The second column is an ordinary

complex column with two feeds and three side_cut

streams. The first column has neither a condenser

nor a reboiler, and its re丑ux liquid and reboiling

vapor are supplied from the second column. Separ-

ation of equlmOlar mtxture of benzene, toluene and

A-xylene is under consideration as an example. Spe-

cincations such as number of plates, 月ow rates and

re触Ⅹ ratio are indicated in Fig.2 along with the

calculated results of mole fractions of pro血cts and

recycle streams.

Calculations were proceeded having the stream

interrelation table between the columns and follow_

ing the procedure replaced "j" of method III by "jn

and "kn･ The solution was obtained by 139 iteratio-

ns･ The rate of convergence may be regarded as

within the tolerance.

7. Conclusion

A new method is developed for determinating

the value of the relaxation factor. Although this

value may not be optimum from the stand point Of

minimlZlng the number of iterations, it gives assur-

ance of stable and rapid approach toward the solu･

tion･ The
advantages of the proposed method are

the simplicity and the generality of the loglC
Which

requires nO Special emplrlCal techniques, and the

applicability to wide variety of distillation problems

regardless of tlle extent Of non-ideality and num-

ber of feeds or side draw off streams.
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Nomenclature

B
-molar丑ow rate of bottoms

D
-molar且ow rate of distillate

F
-molar 丘ow rate of column feed

g -molar
Row rate de丘ned by Eqs.(9),42),Q5)or

温

HL,A-liquid hold-up on i-th plate

L
-molar 月ow of liquid

Ⅳ -total Ⅱumber of plates i∝1uding condenser

aⅡd reboiler

q -thermal factor of column feed

R
=re8ux ratio

Ai
-time

interval

･U -molar now rate of liquid product
draw

off

V
-molar 月ow rate of vapor

W
-malar丘ow rate of vapor product draw off

x =mole fraction of liquid

y -mole fraction of vapor

･z -mole
fraction

of column feed

pp -relaxation factor

E -parameter

max[ ]-denotes the maximum value in[ ]

(Subscripts)

ll -component number

439

)' -plate number

k
-column number

(Superscript)

(n) -n-th
iteration
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